James Fisher purchases the design and intellectual property of the long reach, light weight Powered Remote Manipulator (PRM) from its US competitor, Special Applications Technology, Inc.

In 2013, James Fisher Nuclear Ltd (JFN) purchased the design and intellectual property of the long reach, light weight Powered Remote Manipulator (PRM) from its now defunct US competitor, Special Applications Technology, Inc. (SAT). This acquisition provides JFN the exclusive right to manufacture and sell the PRM. JFN will add the PRM to its suite of long reach remote solutions for the nuclear and hazardous markets for use in tank and silo cleaning, fuel pool inspections, and decommissioning activities as well as other high hazardous tasks.

JFN will provide the North American market access to this technology as well its other high quality products through its partner and US subsidiary James Fisher Technologies (JFT).

JFN is an established supplier of specialty engineering, manufacturing and technical services for applications within challenging environments or with high integrity requirements. JFN is a wholly owned subsidiary of James Fisher & Sons plc (LSE:FSJ).

Please take a moment to learn more about James Fisher Technologies and James Fisher Nuclear at their respective websites, www.jftechgroup.com and www.jfnl.co.uk.
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Notes to editors:

James Fisher Technologies is a US subsidiary of James Fisher Nuclear (JFN). JFN is an established supplier of specialty engineering, manufacturing and technical services for applications within challenging environments or with high integrity requirements. JFN is a wholly owned subsidiary of James Fisher & Sons plc (LSE:FSJ).

For more information see: www.jftechgroup.com and www.jfnl.co.uk
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